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Emulating Operating System Calls in Retargetable ISASimulatorsMarus Bartholomeu� Sandro Rigoy Rodolfo Azevedo Guido AraujoAbstratIn this paper, we propose a method that enables operating system alls from in-side arhiteture simulators. The proposed framework provides support to �le I/O anddynami memory systems, and an be inorporated into any ISA simulator, at the in-strution or yle-aurate levels. It enables alls to POSIX-ompatible system routinesin a simulated appliation, without requiring any hange to the appliation ode. Sine�le I/O is performed transparently, the input and output data for the appliation pro-gram is read/written diretly from/to the host �lesystem, and all onsole operations areredireted to the host onsole. This framework was tested in ISA simulators synthesizedfrom models written in the ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language, but it an beinorporated into any ADL or hand-oded simulator. Instrution and yle-auratemodels, for both MIPS I and SPARC V8 arhitetures have been thoroughly evaluatedby suessfully running programs from the Mibenh and MediaBenh benhmarks.1 IntrodutionWith the advent of System-on-Chip (SoC) designs, it is beoming possible to design anentire embedded system onto a single hip. As we approah the availability of 100 Milliongates, for the upoming 90nm VLSI tehnology, a new senario is been drawn in whih SoCsould be omposed of a number of speialized proessors interonneted by an elaborateNetwork-on-a-Chip (NoC). In suh senario, methods that are apable of fast tailoring aproessor to some spei� task an beome an important design tool.Moreover, the inrease in the omplexity of the appliations running on suh systemshas onsiderably inreased the amount of data stored. Simulating suh omplex systemswithout a �le system support will ertainly beome a veri�ation nightmare. Even highlyonstrained devies, like handhelds and palmtops, are gradually been designed with non-volatile memory devies that support �le system implementations.As a result, models that an provide system-level proessor simulation and OS supportare beoming essential veri�ation and performane analysis tools. Researhers have beenable to automatially synthesize simulators starting from models written in ArhiteturalDesription Languages (ADLs) like EXPRESSION [6℄, LISA [14℄, nML [1℄, ISDL [5℄ and�Researh supported by FAPESP (grant 01/09424-0)yResearh supported by FAPESP (grant 00/14376-2)1



2 Bartholomeu, Rigo, Azevedo and Araujoothers. Although muh is heard about RTOS for embedded systems, we have not beenable, to the best of your knowledge, to identify any ADLs that an automatially generatesimulators apable of supporting OS alls. Typially, ADLs solution to this problem isto hange the program to be simulated so it inorporates all I/O data as program data.Unfortunately, this approah requires the program to be reompiled whenever a new I/Odata is required.The approah proposed in this paper permits not only to run programs without anymodi�ation, but it also allows I/O operations to our diretly with �les or terminals, asit is expeted from the program behavior when it runs in real systems. We already have atotally funtional implementation of suh tehnique, for both MIPS I [8℄ and SPARC V8 [10℄arhitetures, though there is still spae for improvements, like the support to multi-taskand real-time sheduling (so it an be alled an RTOS).This paper is divided as follows. Setion 2 lists the work available in the literature.Setion 3 desribes the entral ideas behind our approah to ADL system all emulation andshows how our approah an be integrated into any ADL or proessor simulation platform.Setion 4 desribes our experimental results and Setion 5 provides the main onlusionsand proposes future extensions.2 Related WorkThere is not enough information in the literature to support the laim that system allemulation is implemented in the urrently available ADLs. Halambi et al. [7℄, in his workon EXPRESSION, notes that more work is needed in the support for operating systems forfuture SoCs that will ontain heterogeneous multiple proessor arhitetures.Simplesalar [2℄ is a well-known instrution set simulator that has good performane,but limits the retargetability to MIPS-like arhitetures. Complex DSP proessors likeTexas Instruments TMS320C62x, for example, annot be orretly desribed. Simplesalarsupports system alls by the same mehanism of the MIPS instrution set. System alls areinitiated with the SYSCALL instrution. Prior to exeution of a SYSCALL instrution, register$v0 should be loaded with the system all ode. The arguments of the system all interfaeprototype should be loaded into registers $a0-$a3, respeting the prototype order.The FastSim [13℄ is a memoizing (an optimization ommonly used in funtional program-ming languages) miro-arhiteture simulation. Version 2 of FastSim addresses the primaryweakness of the original FastSim simulator, whih is the lak of exibility. Di�erent fromits initial version, whih simulates a stati out-of-order proessor, the seond version is nowa framework for generating arhiteture simulation. A simulator spei�ation is written inFaile [12℄, whih is desribed as an Arhiteture Simulation Language. Interation withthe operating system does not seem to be available.The Sun's Shade [3℄ simulator is another instrution set simulator that allows hand-made retargets for MIPS I, SPARC V8 and SPARC V9 arhitetures. It uses the a dynamiross-ompilation tehnique to ahieve a good performane. The main purpose of Shade isto instrument ode so as to extrat exat yle ounts. Although operating system alls aresupported, model synthesis is manual and speialized to RISC arhitetures.



System Calls in Retargetable ISA Simulators 3The GNU Projet has a GNU simulator that is generated when ross-ompiling theGNU Debug1 pakage. It is seamless integrated to the debugger if alled by the targetsim ommand. This simulator has operating system support but it allows only a �xed groupof arhitetures for retargetability. A missing funtionality is the ability to get ommandline arguments, so the needed arguments have to be manually enoded and ompiled withthe appliation and thus beome �xed.We have not been able to identify, from the literature available for ADLs like LISA [14℄,nML [1℄, ISDL [5℄ and others, any indiation that support the existene in suh languagesof mehanism to allow automati system-alls mapping.Although this work is based on simulators that are automatially generated from theArhC [11℄ arhiteture desription language, the ideas exposed here an be implementedinto any ADL or even any proessor simulator.3 A Flexible OS Emulation TehniqueThe majority of the simulators desribed in Setion 2 annot handle OS alls properly.Their major goal is to simulate the instrution behavior in the target arhiteture.On the other hand, real embedded appliations deal with great amounts of input dataand if the simulator does not have I/O system support (by an operating system), input dataannot be dynamially provided to the proessor as it is expeted in a real program run.A typial approah to this problem is to assign a big vetor to the data input, hard-odedinto the appliation ode, and ompile it together with the appliation. Another vetor isalloated to the proessed output. This means that orretness an only be measured byomparing the traes generated by the simulator with the traes from the real hardware oranother simulator or by using another vetor to inlude the orret output into the program,requiring even more hanges in the benhmark soure ode.The motivation for this work is to implement a general way to ouple an I/O systemand a �le system funtionality to any arhiteture simulator. This makes veri�ation easierbeause the simulated appliation an read its input from a �le (or even the keyboard) inthe host mahine, and write the output to another �le. Debug and error messages an bedireted to the host sreen for fast error debugging. The existing benhmarks soures neednot to be hanged in any way, and any additional option to the simulated program an begiven as ommand line arguments, that are opied from the simulator ommand line.In this setion we present the main ideas behind our approah to simulation OS support.Note that if we inlude an operating system in the model for the target arhiteture, thehost operating system needs also to be onsidered, as it is the one that will perform thereal job. Thus, a ommuniation interfae between the appliation OS all and the nativeOS is required.Figure 1 shows the levels of abstration onsidered in our framework. We model thehost mahine by using three abstration levels. The lowest level is the hardware, the pro-essor that exeutes the instrution ow. The next level is the operating system, whihprovides some ommon funtionalities used in programs, like I/O, �le system and memory1GNU Debug homepage: http://www.gnu.org/software/gdb



4 Bartholomeu, Rigo, Azevedo and Araujomanagement. Then there is the appliation level, where the user program is in. The systemsimulator runs as an appliation in the host mahine, and simulates the two lower levels ofthe target mahine.

Figure 1: Levels of abstrationThe soure appliation is ompiled with a ross-ompiler for the target, and the resultingbinary program is the input to the simulator, ompleting the appliation level for the targetvirtual mahine. These abstration levels failitate hanges in proessor and operatingsystems used in the exeution environment.System alls are implemented by reserving a blok of program memory addresses andassoiating eah address to a system all that needs host system interation. Not all systemroutines need host interation in this implementation due to some inompatibilities, asshown latter. We believe that this approah is very general and an be implemented intoany simulator.As a jump to one of the speial addresses behave like a system all routine, someadditional information from the arhiteture, whih is not ommonly present in ADLs, areneeded. This information is present in the Appliation Binary Interfae (ABI) [15, 16℄manual of the arhiteture. The next setions explain the hanges that we have made ineah blok of Figure 1 to address the main problems assoiated to this implementation.



System Calls in Retargetable ISA Simulators 53.1 Modeling the OS Abstration LayerProgramming in a high level language like C/C++ is a neessity for the today developmentow. The majority of appliations are designed using C/C++ together with some hand-tunned assembly ode to improve performane of ritial inner-loops.Any non-trivial C/C++ program uses the standard C library (stdlib), whih providesthe most essential program routines for I/O, dynami memory alloation and other utilities.There is a widely used implementation of stdlib from GNU, the GNU C Library, used inmost Linux distributions, but the most suited implementation for embedded systems is theCygnus Newlib, due to its light implementation.Newlib libraries implement system interation routines, like input and output (to/fromterminal or �les), memory management, time information, et. Many of these routinesdo not all the system diretly, but use a small set of wrapper funtions for this task.All input/output routines in C (like printf() family, fwrite(), et.) use only 4 system-alls: open(), lose(), read(), write(). Memory management uses only sbrk() toenlarge/shrink the stak.We deided not to implement this funtionality through software interrupts beauseeah arhiteture may treat their interrupts in their own partiular way. The idea usedfor the implementation is similar to the one used in some system board simulators. Anaddress spae is reserved so that when the program ounter points to one instrution fromthis spae, the simulator exeutes a speial behavior assoiated to the spei� address.Hene, the real instrution that is in this address is meaningless (it is normally an invalidinstrution, anyway), in the sense that it does not pass through the normal feth and deodeproess. The simulator alls the host routine equivalent to the one mapped to that spei�address.The arguments passed to the simulated routine need to be onverted into arguments tothe real host routine that will do the job. The way to set these arguments vary from oneproessor to another, and an normally be found in the ABI (Appliation Binary Interfae)Manual for the arhiteture.As the designer of a new arhiteture, one is able to tell from whih storage elements(memory, register bank, et) the arguments to the system all will ome from. A simpleway to do that is by writing interfae funtions that provide the required information tothe ADL ompiler. Typial information that is required by most of the operating systemalls are:� How to get the �rst three arguments provided by a funtion all, and more than that,how to distinguish the type of the arguments from integer numbers, pointers or strings(note that in some ases an endianness onversion may be required);� How to save the return value as an integer or pointer (may also need onversion);� How to return from the system all. Normally this is just a jump instrution thatuses the register whih ontains the return address;� How to store strings so the ommand line arguments an be stored into memory beforesimulation begin.



6 Bartholomeu, Rigo, Azevedo and AraujoAll operating system funtionality is implemented as a new lass in ArhC, nameda sysall, whih has virtual methods that needs to be speialized for eah new proessorto provide the orret ABI implementation for the arhiteture.3.2 Example: the open() funtionWe now give an example of the open() low-level system all routine. Other routines wereimplemented in a similar fashion. The POSIX prototype for open() isintopen(onst har *pathname, int flags, mode_t mode);We implemented a wrapper funtion in the simulator to interfae the target all and thereal host system all for open(). This wrapper an be seen in Figure 2.void a_sysall::open(){ unsigned har pathname[100℄;get_buffer(0, pathname, 100);int flags = get_int(1); orret_flags(&flags);int mode = get_int(2);int ret = ::open((har*)pathname, flags, mode);if (ret == -1) {RUN_ERR("System Call open (file %s): %s\n",pathname, strerror(errno));exit(EXIT_FAILURE);}set_int(0, ret);return_from_sysall();} Figure 2: Interfae funtion for open()As it an be seen from the above funtion prototype, the �rst argument to open() isa string representing the �le name to be opened. The funtion get buffer() is used toget the string. This funtion is responsible for �nding the har pointer argument, read thetarget memory, make any endianness onversion from the target to the host arhiteture, ifneessary, and return the string as a har pointer to the host memory spae.The next argument to open() is an integer number that enodes the option ags. Thisargument is aught from the target by using funtion get int(1), whih is able to �ndthe argument 1 (the seond one) in an arhiteture dependent way, and to return it as aninteger. The third open() argument is also an integer and is treated similarly.All three arguments are olleted from the appliation, and this is followed by theexeution of the open() funtion from the native host. The return value, whih is an integerfor the open() all, must be returned to the appliation. Funtion set int() knows wherethe target expets to reeive the return value, and thus it takes the appropriate ations.



System Calls in Retargetable ISA Simulators 7Yet another result must also be ommuniated upwards to the appliation. It is aglobal variable alled errno, used by every funtion in the C Library implementations as aomplementary error return value. The problem is that eah simulated appliation will havethis variable in a possibly di�erent target memory position, and there is no way to knowits position if the appliation loaded into the simulator does not arry symbol information.We hose to treat C Library errors like these by showing the error message and exitingsimulation with a failure ode (as shown in Figure 2). This approah an be improved, butsine the benhmark programs do expet their I/O funtions to behave orret, we hooseto stop the simulation at errors.3.3 The Appliation Binary Interfae (ABI)Funtions that know how to get parameters from the target system alls are an exampleof interfae funtions that must be implemented for eah target arhiteture. Funtionsin this group are normally very small, with less then �ve lines. The information requiredto implement them is taken from the proessor Appliation Binary Interfae manual. Asan example, Figure 3 shows some funtions for the MIPS arhiteture and how they areenoded using ArhC to aess the register �le and memory. Notie from that example,that the only information needed was the number of registers that the arhiteture used asarguments, the return value, and the return instrution.The methods presented in Figure 3 are just speialization of some methods of the baseArhC system all lass, alled a sysall, whih has 265 soure ode lines and do notrequire any hange between arhitetures. The MIPS I system all methods required only51 extra lines in the soure ode �le to implement the speialized methods. The SPARC V8also required the same number of extra lines sine the di�erene between the MIPS-spei�and SPARC-spei� �les are only the register numbers. The small number of lines in thespei� �les show that it is very easy to port this method to new arhitetures.3.4 Compiler RequirementsAs mentioned before, system alls for the target arhiteture are mapped to a reservedblok in program memory where eah address was assoiated to a system all that needshost system interation. As one might expet, this will require linker support.We hose the GNU Compiler Colletion (GCC) as the ompiler for our evaluation dueits high reon�gurability and availability of many ports to various target proessors. In thefollowing, we list the main hanges required to implement our system-all approah into anexisting GCC ross-ompiler2:Create a new spe �le. The spei�ation �le is the main soure of on�guration forGCC. If a new spe �le is spei�ed at the ommand line, its ontents are merged with theoriginal options. Hene, only the hanged options need to be in the new spe �le. Figure4 shows these hanges: a new start �le (instead of the original C Runtime funtions inrt0.o), no end �le, a new linker sript and an option to use the C Library and the SystemCalls Library.2CrossGCC FAQ: http://www.objsw.om/CrossGCC



8 Bartholomeu, Rigo, Azevedo and Araujovoid mips1_sysall::get_buffer(int argn,unsigned har* buf,unsigned int size){ unsigned int addr = RB.read(4+argn);for (unsigned int i = 0; i<size; i++, addr++) {buf[i℄ = MEM.read_byte(addr);}}int mips1_sysall::get_int(int argn){ return RB.read(4+argn);}void mips1_sysall::set_int(int argn, int val){ RB.write(2+argn, val);}void mips1_sysall::return_from_sysall(){ a_p = RB.read(31);} Figure 3: Interfae funtions for the MIPS ArhitetureCreate a new start �le. This is an arhiteture dependent initiation routine inassembly format. Stak register and some other registers may be initialized here. This isthe entry point for the simulation. It is usually only neessary to make a few hanges inthe original start �le for the arhiteture used to run into the simulator.Create a new linker sript �le. The linker sript �le informs the linker how to mergethe objet �les. In this �le we speify the entry point (we hose address 0 for simpliity)and indiate that the start �le is followed by the blok of addresses reserved to the systemfuntions.3.5 Simulator RequirementsA few hanges are also required to be performed to the simulator so it an understand thataddresses inside the reserved blok are to be treated di�erently. Changes are dependentupon the simulation engine. We highlight the required hanges in the next paragraphs:Pass ommand line options. Before the start of the simulation, a speial interfaeroutine is alled to initialize arguments that will be passed to the main() funtion of thetarget program. These arguments ome from the simulator ommand line options afterremoving the simulator spei� options.Cath system alls. When the simulated Program Counter (PC) reahes a reserved



System Calls in Retargetable ISA Simulators 9*link:-L/l/arh/ompilers/a_spes/mips1 -Ta_link.ld*startfile:a_start.o*endfile:*lib:-l -la_sys Figure 4: New spe �le for GCCaddress, instead of passing through normal fething, deoding and exeution, the simulatoralls a wrapper funtion orresponding to the respetive address. This wrapper will do thefollowing steps:� Get the neessary arguments, making any onversion neessary from target to host(e.g. endianness);� Exeute the system all in the host;� Return the result to the target, making any onversion neessary from host to target;� Return to the funtion that alled the system routine in the target;We also tested this approah using the ompiled simulator generated from the ArhCdesription for both MIPS I and SPARC V8. In this ase, it is even simpler to all thewrapper inside the simulator sine the feth and deode stages are pre-exeuted when ArhCgenerates the ompiled simulator. This is done by plaing the wrapper funtion alls intothe orret positions inside the generated C++ program.Return exit ode to the system. After the end of simulation, the simulator needsto all the speial interfae routine get exitode() and exit the simulator with the errorode provided by the target program.The interfae funtions shown in this paper as example are for instrution-level simu-lators. For yle-aurate simulators, to use the same funtions without modi�ations, thesimulator must be instruted to blok new instrutions from entering in the pipeline (ifthere is one present) and exeute the system all only when the pipeline is empty, so weguarantee that the registers ontains valid values and no bypassing is neessary.3.6 The Retargetable System Call LibraryWe have grouped the system all routines in a retargetable library written in the C language,so only a reompilation is needed to port it to any other target. Routines that need host



10 Bartholomeu, Rigo, Azevedo and AraujoGroup Funtion Host interationI/O open preat plose pread pwrite pisatty plseek pfstat pControl exit phmodhownstatgetpidkillunlinkTime timetimesgettimeofdayMemory sbrk pTable 1: Supported system allsinteration and thus have speial addresses are implemented in C by a goto statement tothis speial address. This library needed to be linked to the benhmark programs.Table 1 shows all system alls that we have implemented inside the ArhC ompiler.Routines that interat with the host are heked in the Host interation olumn.Not all routines need host interation. That is due to inompatibilities between thehost and target OS. For example, a few programs in our benhmarks used time funtions.These funtions ontain strutures that are inompatible between di�erent arhitetures,due to alignment problems in the struture �elds (alignment for har and short types). Wesolved this problem for now, by returning a zeroed struture, so that programs run orretly,but annot ount time. Another possible approah is to opy the struture �eld-by-�eldorreting them as neessary. But this approah needs more user intervention than theurrent one.Figure 5 shows the big piture of our approah, summarizing how the ontrol ow istransfered from the user program running inside the ArhC simulator to the native hostOS routine. First, the user program alls original Newlib's fopen funtion, as usual. Next,fopen alls the open funtion provided by our Sysall Library whih was linked to the userprogram. After that, the open funtion alls the ArhC Simulator wrapper by jumping intothe open reserved address. Finally, the simulator wrapper uses the appropriate interfaefuntions to reate the link between target and host arhitetures and alls the host OSopen funtion whih take the appropriate ation.
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Figure 5: Sequene for alling the host OS4 ResultsWe implemented our tehnique into the ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language toolkit.Retargetable simulators, with support to operating system alls, have been synthesized fromArhC desriptions for the MIPS I arhiteture, both at the instrution-level and yle-aurate level, and SPARC V8 at instrution-level.3 There was no need for modi�ationsin the appliation binary for the MIPS I instrution-level and yle-aurate models. Weexpet no di�erenes for the SPARC V8 at both levels as well.For the sake of uriosity, we instrumented the MIPS I and SPARC V8 simulators, atthe instrution-level, to ount eah operating system all that interats with the simulator.The results of this experiment for the MIPS I and SPARC V8 ompiled simulator (reatedautomatially from the ArhC model), are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respetively. Weperformed these experiments on a Pentium 4 2.4GHz running Linux. In this environmentwe an simulate 13 millions of instrutions per seond on average.The �rst two olumns of Tables 2 and 3 show some of the programs exeuted and thebenhmark they are from. We experimented with two benhmarks: Mediabenh [9℄ andMibenh [4℄. Programs in the Mibenh benhmark are divided into two versions whihproess di�erent amount of data (small and large). In the tables, we use undersores todistinguish between small and large versions, and parenthesis to highlight when the soureode is the same but the input �les are di�erent. Some programs, like pegwit, requireommand line parameters that we also put between parenthesis (we ran pegwit twie, onewith enrypt option and another with derypt).The next olumns of Tables 2 and 3 show the number of times eah system routine3The yle-aurate level model for this proessor is still on progress.



12 Bartholomeu, Rigo, Azevedo and AraujoBenhmark Program Size open lose read write lseek fstat sbrk Exeuted(instrutions) instrutionsMediabenh adpm rawaudio 7,008 149 149 7,491,406adpm rawdaudio 7,001 149 149 5,902,037jpeg jpeg 33,896 2 2 100 6 2 12 16,776,931jpeg djpeg 36,003 2 2 7 100 2 6 5,902,037mpeg2 mpeg2enode 32,685 15 15 503 161 15 24 11,699,579,115mpeg2 mpeg2deode 22,483 13 13 20 144 2 12 3,858,000,780pegwit (enrypt) 21,482 3 186 90 2 4 5 31,027,254pegwit (derypt) 21,482 2 107 90 1 2 4 17,497,043
Mibenh

basimath small 13,839 19,733 1 2 1,386,360,829basimath large 14,057 492,999 1 2 22,469,864,764bitount (small) 9,551 12 1 2 45,593,411bitount (large) 9,551 12 1 2 684,250,119qsort small 12,330 1 54 10,003 2 3 14,359,301qsort large 14,435 1 1,537 50,003 2 2 991,774,387susan (smooth. small) 18,417 2 2 8 8 2 5 35,318,139susan (smooth. large) 18,417 2 2 109 109 2 5 423,335,580dijkstra small 12,190 1 29 222 2 4 59,276,836dijkstra large 12,190 1 29 1,177 2 4 284,841,999r (small) 9,165 1 1 1,338 1 2 2 31,642,843r (large) 9,165 1 25,989 1 2 2 588,282,883�t (small) 11,896 116 1 5 760,568,610�t (large) 11,896 952 1 5 15,646,419,915sha (small) 7,556 1 1 306 1 2 2 13,036,286sha (large) 7,556 1 1 3,173 1 2 2 137,088,164string searh small 8,528 57 1 2 275,212string searh large 8,524 1,332 1 2 6,844,944Table 2: System alls ounts for MIPS Iwas alled in the exeution of the programs (the empty ells indiate that a funtion wasnot alled by that partiular program). The MediaBenh mpeg2enode program opens 15�les, from whih 12 are di�erent input �les used to produe its results. In a similar way,mpeg2deode program opens 13 �les, from whih 12 are output. The Mibenh bitountprogram also alled funtion times 14 times, although this funtion is empty, the �nal resultwas orret. The majority of the operating system funtions are read/write to input/output�les.The last olumn of Tables 2 and 3 presents the total number of instrutions exeutedfor the respetive MIPS or SPARC binary program. We observe in these tables that GCCprodues better ode for SPARC V8 than for MIPS I, both in ode size and instrutionsexeuted. The only di�erenes in system alls ounts showed in Tables 2 and 3 is restritedto the sbrk funtion. This funtion is for memory management, so GCC deals di�erentlywith memory for MIPS I and SPARC V8.We believe that the huge amount of instrutions exeuted in all benhmarks, produingorret results, strongly supports our operating system emulation library, the hanges wemade into the simulator and the ArhC models that we designed for both the MIPS I andSPARC V8 arhitetures.Table 4 shows the size of the input and output �les for eah of the used programs (ells



System Calls in Retargetable ISA Simulators 13Benhmark Program Size open lose read write lseek fstat sbrk Exeuted(instrutions) instrutionsMediabenh adpm rawaudio 6,911 149 149 7,256,632adpm rawdaudio 6,906 149 149 6,261,168jpeg jpeg 24,906 2 2 100 6 2 12 14,288,756jpeg djpeg 29,638 2 2 7 100 2 5 4,187,862mpeg2 mpeg2enode 29,438 15 15 503 161 15 24 10,834,241,285mpeg2 mpeg2deode 21,113 13 13 20 144 2 12 3,451,835,100pegwit (enrypt) 19,590 3 186 90 2 4 5 30,897,936pegwit (derypt) 19,590 2 107 90 1 2 4 16,863,601
Mibenh

basimath small 12,658 19,733 1 2 1,305,099,573basimath large 12,825 492,999 1 2 21,365,365,697bitount (small) 9,159 12 1 2 49,862,749bitount (large) 9,159 12 1 2 748,368,498qsort small 11,782 1 54 10,003 2 3 14,137,667qsort large 13,549 1 1,537 50,003 2 3 792,301,298susan (smooth. small) 16,937 2 2 8 8 2 4 30,084,780susan (smooth. large) 16,937 2 2 109 109 2 4 349,096,325dijkstra small 11,627 1 29 222 2 5 50,927,674dijkstra large 11,627 1 29 1,177 2 5 244,328,853r (small) 7,438 1 1 1,338 1 2 2 30,235,435r (large) 7,438 1 25,989 1 2 2 587,711,536�t (small) 11,036 116 1 5 715,774,279�t (large) 11,036 952 1 5 14,400,682,487sha (small) 8,710 1 1 306 1 2 3 13,254,951sha (large) 8,710 1 1 3,173 1 2 3 137,975,708string searh small 7,139 57 1 2 269,813string searh large 7,154 1,332 1 2 6,689,371Table 3: System alls ounts for SPARC V8marked with a dash in the table represent programs whih do not have input, only ommandline parameters are required). Putting all inputs into the soure ode �les as vetors is apratial approah only when input �les are very small. As it an be seen from the table,this is not the ase for most of the programs we used. The most impressive ase is for ther program. Its binary has only 9,165 instrutions and its large input �le has 26,611,200bytes (725 times bigger). Cases like this are reprodued, in a small proportion, in the otherbenhmarks.We veri�ed the orret exeution of the benhmarks by omparing the output �les pro-dued by the MIPS simulator with the �les produed by an i386 native exeution. Despitea few endianness problems in some omparisons, all the produed results were orret.5 Conlusions and Future WorkIn this paper we highlight the need for operating system support in SoC simulation, as itfailitates the use of existing benhmarks (just reompiling without hanging soure ode)and improves testing (I/O operations behave like in a real exeution). We also desribe ageneral framework to inlude operating system funtionality into any arhiteture simulator,



14 Bartholomeu, Rigo, Azevedo and AraujoBenhmark Programs Input Output(bytes) (bytes)MediaBenh adpm rawaudio 295,040 73,760adpm rawdaudio 73,760 295,040jpeg jpeg 101,484 5,645jpeg djpeg 5,756 101,484mpeg2 mpeg2enode 506,880 76,320mpeg2 mpeg2deode 34,906 506,880pegwit (enrypt) 91,503 91,537pegwit (derypt) 91,537 91,503
Mibenh

basimath small { 426,600basimath large { 16,465,695bitount (small) { 625bitount (large) { 634qsort small 53,437 53,463qsort large 1,572,431 1,572,490susan (smooth. small) 7,292 7,233susan (smooth. large) 110,666 110,607dijkstra small 29,144 1,342dijkstra large 29,144 6,931r (small) 1,368,864 42r (large) 26,611,200 42�t (small) { 116,210�t (large) { 970,409sha (small) 311,824 45sha (large) 3,247,552 45string searh small { 3,197string searh large { 92,672Table 4: Input and output �le size for the benhmark programsno matter if it has been synthesized by some Arhitetural Desription Languages or hand-oded.The operating system funtionality an also be used to hek the proessor modelsdesribed using ADLs so that a huge amount of input an be used to test every instrution.The method proposed here an be used to inlude even bigger benhmarks into ADL modelsdevelopment road-map.Although the approah we presented here is simple, it handles orretly all the funtionsit proposes to do guaranteeing orret results from the benhmark programs. This abstra-tion level implementation also turns it very easy to port from one proessor to another,requiring just the speialization of a few methods of the a sysall lass. To the best ofour knowledge there is not any other ADL whih implement suh feature.The way we emulate operating system alls an also be used to simulate hardware orsoftware modules that are not available at the moment by reating wrapper funtions tothem and plaing these funtions together with the OS wrappers.Routines that deal with multi-tasking, like fork(), have not been implemented yet.Multi-tasking support lays on the road-map of the ArhC projet. As it is not urrentlyavailable in our library, a ompilation error is ag if the appliation uses one of those
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